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Abstract 
Klimb, J., On the minimal covering of infinite sets, Discrete Applied Mathematics 45 (1993) 161-168. 
Minimal covering of infinite sets is studied. It is shown that if BC2’ is closed, then /* contains a 
minimal covering of X. If r// is a covering of X, then fl is closed on X if and only if there is an 
admissible functionf: X-1 4 which has no chain. 
For star type set systems Theorem 15 gives a sufficient condition to contain finite covering. 
Notations. Let X be a set. We denote by 2x the set of all subsets of X. If B c A 
and B#A, we write BcA. For J&C~~, Y~Xlet &II Y={Mfl Y: MEA}. 
Definition 1. The set A is a covering of the set X if 
(1) &~2~ and 
(2) U&d M=X. 
Definition 2. JX is a minimal covering of X if 
(1) A is a covering of X and 
(2) A!'c&! implies that A’ is not a covering of X. 
Definition 3. Let .A be a covering of X. A is closed on X if there is a well-ordering 
P of & with the following property: for all x E X, the set {ME A: x E M} has a max- 
imal element according to the well-ordering ,D. 
Remarks. (1) If A? is a point finite covering of X (i.e., VXE X 1 {ME .,tv: x E 
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M) I< CO), then .A is closed on X. In fact, any well-ordering of A,? satisfies the pro- 
perty given by Definition 3. 
(2) ._& is a minimal covering of X if and only if 
(1) .AZ is a covering of X and 
(2) VME&, 3mEMsuch that M/E&, rnEM’-M’=M. 
(3) Clearly any finite covering of X contains a minimal subcover, but this is not 
true in general. For example, let (Y be a limit ordinal, and let Mp @<a) be sets 
such that M,cM, if y<6<a. Let X= UBca Mb, A= {Mb: P<a). Clearly A! is 
a covering of X which does not contain a minimal covering of X. 
Theorem 4. Let dc 2x. If JZ is closed on X, then A contains a minimal covering 
of x. 
Proof. Let Jlt = {M[ : r < a} in a well-ordering p which attests that Jtl is closed on 
X according to Definition 3 (i.e., MgpM,,o[<q<a). We define Jlt*cJtl by 
transfinite induction. Suppose that /3< a and for all y<j3 we already decided, 
whether My E A*, or not. Let MBeA* if and only if 3xeMp such that 
(1) p=max{q: XEM~EJH} and 
(2) x@M,, if r<P, M,,E&*. 
First we prove that .A%’ * is a covering of X. Suppose for contradiction that 3y E X 
such that Ma E A* ay$MB. Let v=max{r: YEM~, [<a}. By the definition of 
A * we obtain M, E .A *, a contradiction. 
We use Remark (2) to see that & * is a minimal covering of X. Let ME Jet * 
(M=Ma), then 3x~ M which satisfies (1) and (2). It is obvious that x@My if 
M,E&*, y#p. Hence xEM’, M’E&*=,M’=M. 0 
Definition 5. Let .MC 2x. The function f : X-t Jtt is said to be admissible if 
x of for all x E X. 
Definition 6. Let &C 2x and f: X+ & be an admissible function. The sequence 
(x1,x2, ...) of elements of X is a chain off if 
XiEf(Xi+l)ff(Xi) (i= 1,5...), 
and the sequence f(xl), f (x2), . . . contains infinitely many distinct elements. 
Let n 12. The finite sequence (u,, . . . , y,) is a cycle off if 
and 
YiEf(Yi+I)Zf(Yi) (i= 1,Z--.,~-l) 
Y,Ef(Y1)+f(Ynh 
Note. It is convenient o consider the indices module n, then the definition of the 
cycle reduces to _~;~f(yi+l)+f(yi) (i= 1,2, . . . . n). 
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Theorem 7. Let & be a covering of X. & is closed on X if and only if there is an 
admissible function f: X-+ & which has no chain. 
To prove Theorem 7 we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. Let A be a covering of X. Suppose that there exists an admissible func- 
tion f which has no chain. Then there is an admissible function f, which has neither 
a chain nor a cycle. 
Proof. Fix a well-ordering, <, of the range off (f(X) C_ Jtl). Let de X. The cycle 
(d, Y i, . . . , y,.) off is called a unit cycle belonging to d if f(yi) <f(d) and f(yl) is 
minimal. Define fi (d) =f( yl) if (d, yl, . . . , y,.) is a unit cycle belonging to d and 
fi(d) = f(d) if there is no unit cycle belonging to d. Clearly, fi : X-+ &Z is an ad- 
missible function. 
Suppose for contradiction that (xi, x2, . . . ) is a chain of fi. Insert a unit cycle 
belonging to xi+ 1 between xi and xi+ 1 whenever it is possible. More exactly, con- 
sider the sequence 
(x1 9 Y I’! Y&“’ ,..*,Y!,2’,x2 Yf3), *.*,Y$x3 9 ) . . . ) 
where (x. yy) , . . . , y:f)) is a unit cycle belonging to xi if such a unit cycle exists at all 
and ri=lotherwise. Delete Xi if f(xi) =fi(Xi+ I), i.e., iff(xi) =f(Yy+‘)) or if ri+i =O 
and f(Xi) = f (xi+ 1). Note that, if xi is deleted, then f (xi) =fi (Xi+ 1) #_fi (xi), and SO Xi 
has a unit cycle. It follows that after deleting the xi we are still left with an infinite 
sequence (z,, z2, . . . ). 
We will prove that (zi, z2, . . . ) is a chain off. It is clear that I{ f(zl),f(z& . . . } 1 = 03, 
We distinguish five cases. 
Case 1. If zi=Yy’, Zi+i=Yj(yr or if Zi=Y:f’, ~i+l=xk, then ZiEf(Z;+I)#f(Zi) 
follows from the definition of the unit cycle. 
Case 2. If zi=X., zi+l=YJ”‘, then f(yjj+l) 
is i chain oif 
) =fi(xj+ 1) and we can use the fact 
that (x1,x2, ...) 1. 
Case 3. If z,=xj, zi+i =xj+,, then we can use the same fact. 
Case 4. If zi+r =y{j+‘) and zi+Xj, then fi(xj)+fl(Xj+l)=f(yjjf’))=f(xj) proves 
that Xj has a unit cycle and z; =Y, (j). NOW ziEf(Zi+,)#f(Zi) follows from the 
definition of the unit cycle again. 
Case 5. If zi+r=xj+r, rj+l= 0 and Zi+xj, thenf,(xj)#fi(xj+~)=f(xj+~)=f(xj), 
hence zj=y!,j) and the proof is similar to that of Case 4. This shows that 
(ZbZ2, *a. 1 is a chain off, which is a contradiction. 
To finish the proof we will verify that fi also has no cycle. Suppose that 
(Xi, ‘.‘, x,) is a cycle of fi. We will prove fi(x,)<fi(x2)<...ccfi(xS)<fi(x1), a con- 
tradiction. Apply the same construction to obtain a finite sequence (zi, . . . , z,). One 
can check that it is a cycle off with a similar approach to the one used in the case 
of the chain. 
Suppose first that xi is in the new cycle, i.e., xj=Zj for some j. If zj+r =Yf+r), 
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then f, (xi) ~f(y\‘+ ‘) ) follows from the definition of fi and the fact that (zi, . . . ,z,) 
is a cycle off. Combining this with f(~l"'))=f~(Xi+l)+fi(x,) we obtain j-i@;)< 
fi(xi+l). If ~j+i+_$+‘), then ri+i=O and Zj+i=Xi+i, hence fi(Xi)lf(xi+i)= 
fi(Xj+i)+fi(Xi) impliesfi(Xi)<fi(Xi+l). 
Suppose finally that Xi was deleted during the construction of (zi, . . . , z,). Then 
f(xi) =fi (xi+ ,) zfl(xi), which again implies fi(xi) <fi(Xi+ i). We obtain a contradic- 
tion since fi (x,) <f 1 (x,+ 1) =fi (x1 . 0 
Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose first that .A! is closed on X, with an appropriate well- 
ordering. If x E X, let f(x) be the maximal element of .A which contains x. Clearly 
f: X-t d is an admissible function. If (x1,x2, . . . ) was a chain of f, then f (x1) > 
f(x,)>*-. would be an infinite descending chain in A, a contradiction. 
To prove the converse suppose that f : X+ 4 is an admissible function which has 
no chain. By the lemma, there is an admissible function fi :X+ A which has 
neither a chain nor a cycle. Define a partial ordering on Jl10 = f(X) in which M< N 
holds if there are x 1, . . ..x.EX such that X,Efi(Xi+l)#fi(X;) (i= 1,2, . . ..r- 1) and 
fl(xl) = N, f,(x,.) =M. It is transitive: if xl, . . . ,x, and yi, . . . , y, attest that N>M and 
M> L respectively, then x1, . . . ,x,_ Ir y,, . . . , ys attest that N> L. It is irreflexive since 
f, has no cycle. .A0 has no w*-type sequence (a sequence Mi >M2 > a*.) because f, 
has no chain. Thus we can extend this partial ordering to a well-ordering of de. 
Choosing a well-ordering of & \.A0 and defining M-C N if ME Jl \ AlO, NE J&, 
we get a well-ordering of A. This well-ordering attests that A is closed on X. To 
see this, let XEX. If x~f,(y)~&, then f,(y)sf,(x) from the definition of the 
partial ordering of .Ae. Thus one can see from the definition of the well-ordering 
of .A that fi(x) is the maximal element of .A which contains x. 0 
Theorem 9. Let Jl be a covering of X. Suppose that ME Jtt * lMI I k for some 
kE N. Then JR is closed on X and ._4l contains a minimal covering of X. 
Proof. We use induction on k. The case k= 1 is trivial. Suppose that the theorem 
is proved for kl n. We prove it for k= n + 1. 
Consider the pairs (x,M) for which XE ME .Al. Using Zorn’s lemma there is a 
maximal set T={(x,,M,): aeZ} such that a#/3ax,#xp, xaeMfl. Let X,=(x,: 
ael}, JltO={M,: ael}. Let .AY~={MEA: MflX,#0}. Obviously, AiaAe. It 
follows from the maximality of T that A, is a covering of X. Let A = UMEAO M, 
B=X\A. Of course, AaXe. 
If ME &,, then 1 (A \X,,) fl MI 5 n and therefore by the induction hypothesis 
.A,, n (A \ X0) is closed on A \ X0, with an appropriate well-ordering pi. For x E X0, 
there is one and only one ME A$, with XE M, hence .A0 nA is closed on A. It is 
also obvious that (Ai \ de) r3 B is closed on B, with an appropriate well-ordering 
,u2. Let p3 be a well-ordering of &\A,. Connecting these well-orderings with 
M, -C M2 < M3 if Ml E .A%\ A,, M, E A, \ A,, M3 E &CO, we get a well-ordering of 
A which attests that .,M is closed on X. Therefore, .A contains a minimal covering 
by Theorem 4. 0 
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Theorem 10. Zf K is an infinite regular cardinal, (X 1 = K, k< o, and 4 is a covering 
of X such that 
(1) AcX, IAI=ka ({MI ACMEA}(=K and 
(2) BCX, jB( =k+ 1 * 1(&f: BcME&}( <K, 
then there is a covering A’ c Jl such that / {ME A': x E M) ( <K for all x E X. 
Proof. It is trivial if k=O. Suppose for induction that the theorem holds for kl n. 
We will prove it for k = n + 1. 
Let X= {x0,x1, . . . }. Let J= {&A,, . . . } be the set of all (n + 1)-element subsets 
of X (I&! 1 = K). For m < K, there exists A4, E A such that A, c IV,,, and A, U A,.g 
A4, if r < m, as it is guaranteed by (1) and (2) with k = n + 1. Of course, M # IZ im- 
plies M,#M,. Let J&= {Me,M,, . . . >. For a fixed r, I{ME._.&,: A,LM}(<K. 
However, if CcX, (CI=n, then I{~<K: CCA,~M,}I=K. Hence .A&~& 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem for k= n, and we can find A’G .A$, c A 
with the desired property. 0 
There is a natural duality between the notion of a minimal covering of a set by 
a family of sets and that of a minimal point covering for a family of sets. This duali- 
ty is best expressed in the language of bipartite graphs. We will denote by (X, Y, 8) 
the bipartite graph with vertex set XU Y and edge set 8, in which the edges join 
points of X to points of Y. 
Definition 11. Let (X, Y, 8) be a bipartite graph. X0 c X is a covering of Y if 
Y = { y: (x, y) E &, x E X0}. X0 is a minimal covering of Y if it is a covering of Y and 
X,lCX,, implies that X,l is not a covering of Y. 
Examples. (1) Let Xc 2’ and (x, y) E 8 iffy EX. Then X0 c X is a covering of Y iff 
U xexo x= Y, and this coincides with the original notion. 
(2) Let Y c 2x and (x, y) E & iff x~y. Here the notion of minimal covering cor- 
responds to that of the minimal point cover of a set system. 
(3) Let Xc 2A, YG 2A and (x, y) E & iff x~y. This leads to another well-known 
minimum problem. 
The notion of minimal point cover mentioned in the second example is closely 
related to the Teichmtiller-Tukey lemma, and our paper is based on the analysis of 
a well-known proof of the lemma. ?7~_ 2x is a property of finite type on X if A E .Y 
iff A, c A, IA, I < N 0 implies A0 E LT. If ?7 is a property of finite type on X, then 
there is a maximal subset M of X for which A GM, IA I <m 9 A E ~7, as the 
Teichmtiller-Tukey lemma claims. Then X\M is a minimal point cover of the set 
system consisting of all finite subsets A of X, A $ f7. Our second observation is this: 
if A c 2x and X has a well-ordering such that every element of A has a maximal 
element, then there is a minimal point cover of A. This is the dual of Theorem 4. 
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The notion of minimal point cover can be related to that of property-B. 
Definition 12. A set system MC2x has property-B if there exist disjoint subsets Y 
and Z of X such that X= YUZ and Hfl Y#0, HnZf0 for every HEA. 
If AC 2x has a minimal point cover and M,, M2 E .M implies /Mi fl M2 I# 1, then 
& has property-B, as it follows directly from the definition. Now we modify 
Theorems 9 and 10 to get results concerning set systems having property-B. 
(1) Let A, JYC 2x satisfy 
(1) ME&&* lMl<w. 
(2) 3kEN VXEX I{N: XENEJV}I Sk. 
(3) M,NEJG~UJV= lpmkl fi. 
Then .M U JV has property-B. 
This is a consequence of Theorem 4, because the dual of Theorem 9 implies that 
X has a well-ordering v such that every element of Jy has a maximal element, and 
the elements of ,,H (being finite sets) have maximal elements, too. 
(2) Let ACHE, 1~ I 5 X o and k E N such that the intersection of any k elements 
of Jll is infinite, but the intersection of any k+ 1 elements of & is finite (maybe 
empty). Then Jt has property-B. 
This follows immediately from the dual of Theorem 10 if IMI = Xc. The case 
IMI < 03 is trivial. 
Definition 13. Let MC X, %G 2x. M is discrete over .H if I Hn MI I 1 for all 
HEYiT. 
Definition 14. Let tic 2x. The sequence ((xc, H,), (x1, H,), . . . ) is a strong chain in 
.% if the Xi are distinct elements of X, the Hi are distinct elements of G%? for 
i=o, 1, . . . and Xi E H, for i 5 n. S is of star type if there is no strong chain in ti. 
Theorem 15. Let XC 2x be of star type and suppose that whenever ~6” c S is a 
covering of X, then every discrete set over N’ is finite. If tiO c A? is a covering of 
X, then ti, contains a minimal covering of X. 
Note. This minimal covering must be finite, because every discrete set over it is 
finite. 
Proof. First we note that if ~8~~2~ is a covering of X and %‘n (X\M) is a point 
finite covering of X\M for some MC X which is covered by a finite number of 
elements of ti’, then %’ contains a minimal covering of X. Indeed, this follows 
from Remark (1) and Theorem 4. 
Suppose indirectly that there are no such %’ and M. We define inductively sets 
Mi,NicX, xi, $Jic2x for i=O, 1, . . . such that IM,/ = I%J,, <03, H, is a covering 
of X and Uy=‘=, Bi is a covering of U~=,N~ for neN. Let Bc=iV&=&=O and 
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suppose that for is n we have defined Mi, Ni, pi, $i with the desired properties. 
There exists p,, E X\ UyzO Ni which is contained in infinitely many elements of ~8~. 
Let M n + 1 c X\ Uy=, Ni be a maximal discrete set over ~8’~ which contains p,,, then 
M n + 1 is finite. Let tin’+ 1 consist of those elements of Ye, which intersect M, + 1. 
Yz n+l=;Yenl+lU C!SoU..eU gn is a covering ofX. ForpEM,+, let Gp~tin+r such 
thatpEGp. Let ~,,+,=(G,:~EM,,+~} and N,+,=IJPEM,+, GP. This definesMi, 
Ni, Yei, pi for is n + 1 with the desired properties. 
Observe that Itii 1 = ~0 (i E lN) because of YZ, > tiI 2 .... 
Claiml. Form=1,2 ,... thereexistz,EM ,,..., z,,,EM,such thatz, ,..., z,,EHfor 
infinitely many HE Y&. 
Proof. Suppose that for all Zi EM, (i = 1,. . . , m) there are only a finite number of 
elements of X0 (and hence only a finite number of elements of ti,J which contain 
zr, **a, zm. Because each element of YE’,,, intersects Mi (is m) and lMi I< 00, we ob- 
tain that Itim I < 03, a contradiction. 
We call a sequence (x,, . . . , x,) m-good if xi E Mi (1 I is n) and there are elements 
zj EM,, +j (1 <jl m) such that {x1, . . . , x,, zl, . . . , z,} C_ H for infinitely many HE 36’0. 
Claim 2. If (x1, . . . , x,,) is m-good for every m = 1,2, . . . , then there is x,, +, EM,, + , 
such that (xl, . . ..x.+, ) is also m-good for every m. 
Proof. Suppose indirectly that for every yj EM, + 1 there is an mj E N such that for 
all z~EM,+~,...,z,,EM,+,,+~ there are only finitely many elements of &e which 
contains XI, . . . , X,, _Yj, zl, . . . , Zm,. Then the condition of the claim does not hold for 
m= 1 +max{mj: yjEMn+l}. 
Using Claims 1 and 2 we can obtain xi E Mi (i= 1,2, . . . ) such that every finite 
subset of {x1,x2, . ..} is contained in infinitely many elements of X,,, hence there is 
a strong chain in X0, and also in ~8. This contradiction completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
To formulate the dual of Theorem 15 we use the following definition. 
Definition 14’. Let X?C 2x. The sequence ((xc, H,), (x1, H,), . . . ) is an inverse strong 
chain in X if the Xi are distinct elements of X, the Hi are distinct elements of X 
for i=O, 1, . . . and Xi~H, for izn. 
Theorem 15’. Let SC 2x. Suppose there is no inverse strong chain in ti and sup- 
pose also that, whenever X’ c X is a point cover of Z, then 3t?n X’ does not contain 
infinitely many pairwise disjoint members. Then any point cover X0 c X of 3’8 con- 
tains a minimal (finite) point cover. 
As an application of Theorem 15 we give the following topological result. 
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Definition 16. A topological space X is of star type if every open covering of X has 
an open covering refinement which is of star type in the sense of Definition 14. 
The metacompact opological spaces are of star type. 
Theorem 17. Suppose that the countably compact topological space X is of star 
type. Then X is compact. 
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